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Welcome to Valdi home of beautifully bespoke doors and windows.

Hopefully you will have met us at one of the many shows throughout the UK and had the opportunity to talk with one of the team about your project. If this is not the case then we urge you to speak with us at the earliest opportunity to discuss your plans and see how our products can be made to suit your needs.

We have been producing bespoke joinery since 1995 and specialise in folding sliding doors. In recent years we have expanded our core product range to include all types of windows, and doors as well as aluminium products in different styles to suit different budgets. We also produce high tech thermal front doors that are available in either contemporary or traditional styles via our “Bold as Brass” web site.

From day one our attitude has always been to take our time with clients and to look at each project carefully, creating a package that is as individual to a property as it is to you. This kind of approach would normally come at a premium, however we prefer to offer the best products and services at realistic prices.

Our products continue to lead the way not only in design but also in manufacturing techniques and technology that are often missed by even the professional eye.

Whether you have grand designs for a new home or simply need a replacement window we can help. Public, professionals, trade and commercial clients are all welcome and we thank you for considering Valdi.

**INTRODUCTION**

Tilt and Turn windows are becoming more popular in the UK. These windows are multifunctional as they open inwards by turning the handle 90 degrees - opening like a normal window or door. By turning the handle 180 degrees allows the top of the window to tilt towards you (inwards), giving ventilation without compromising security.

Sash windows have been around for over 100 years and are still loved today, Valdi have kept many traditional features and perfected on areas of weakness seen in original windows. Our design utilises modern seals, locks and double or triple glazing.

We offer three main styles of sash windows. The traditional style with weights and pulleys designed to closely match existing Victorian or box sash windows. The second and third types are produced in virtually the same way both using modern spring balances that are cheaper and easier to repair than weights and pulleys, with out compromising on the traditional look of the window. The only main difference is that of a tilting system that is available for fire egress, extra air flow and ease of cleaning. To finish the look various heritage and historic glazing bars are available.

**TILT & TURN WINDOWS**

**SASH WINDOWS**

SITE SURVEYS - MANUFACTURER - CAD DESIGN - IN HOUSE DELIVERIES - FITTINGS
CASEMENT WINDOWS

Our premier choice window, with their smart fuss free profile that compliment perfectly with the style of our single, French and folding sliding doors.

Additionally windows can be crafted with ovolo beading and glazing bars to add some character when fitting them in period or cottage type homes. Depending on your requirements, our windows can also be designed to feature our floating mullion which will provide excellent means of escape in the event of a fire. Don’t forget our Europa 3G range with triple glazing making it the must have window for superior energy efficiency.

If trickle vents are required they can be vented through the head making them invisible from the outside.

Windows are fitted with a double weather seal for increased resistance to wind and rain.

Bespoke windows made to exact requirements, available in oak, mahogany and softwood.

All windows are fitted with friction hinges and a multipoint locking system as standard.

Typically 1.1U value with double glazed argon filled units. Alternatively triple glazing can be fitted, reducing as low as 0.7U Ideal for green homes or areas of high noise levels.

External glass can be cleaned from the inside by using the simple Easy Clean hinge adjustment, allowing the window to be moved centrally.

Windows can be top, bottom, left or right hung depending on your requirements.

Extended 100mm, 75mm or 50mm sills are available. Alternatively 10mm stub nosed sills can be made when fitting onto existing stone sills, extra large sills are available on request for eco homes.

They can also be locked partially open for night venting.

Locking handles in a range of colour choices

Typically fitted with laminated glass for added security and resistance to manual attack. EN356 P2A

Flush faced, with/without 4 types of glazing bars in any pattern. Perfect for conservation areas, or modern homes.

- UK company with experienced skilled craftsmen.
- In house deliveries no couriers are used.
- Full fitting service and site surveys.
Almost every house will have a single door somewhere, and it may also be one of the busiest in the house. Many of our clients want a complete package from Valdi and as a result achieve the matching look with all their doors and windows. Bespoke designs, irregular sizes and insulated doors are all easily achieved and our expert team can work with you and your chosen professionals to advise and help create the final look of your home.

**SINGLE DOORS**

The option of 4 types of glazing bars and astragals can be added to all products for extra character. Ideal for period styled homes.

Multipoint locking systems available on all doors giving you extra peace of mind.

Fully adjustable hinges, enabling you to have total control of the doors with a simple turn of a screw. Traditional and concealed hinges are available on request.

Factory finished in Teknos or Sikkens with a huge range of wood stains and an almost infinite choice of paints from the RAL and NCS colour ranges.

Trickle vents can be vented through the head so they are invisible from the outside.

Different sill types and configurations for inward and outward opening doors.

All products come fully finished ready for installation. We are happy to provide a site survey and/or fitting on all of our products.

*Some very large panels may come unglazed due to the weight.*
**FIXED GLAZING**
Utilising fixed and gable glazing can create a touch of brilliance to a project. If used in the correct place it can provide extra light, offer you a fantastic view or just simply change the look of a drab or hard imposing wall. Various styles or designs can be manufactured to create the right look. From tall angled panels or arched windows to long horizontal apertures and gable end glazing. We can also advise on the best ways to hide steels and ugly structural elements which is why we encourage customers and architects to involve us at the earliest opportunity.

Fixed panels can be produced to match other gable glazing. Alternatively fixed panels can be made with a dummy frame to match folding sliding doors, french doors and single doors creating a uniform appearance.

Triangular and odd shaped glazing, including bespoke design to incorporate building elements.

Various sills sizes are available including extra large projections for eco homes.

All Valdi products can be glazed with various types of glass. From our standard laminated glass offering both safety and security to solar reflective and self cleaning glass. Or even triple glazing as low as 0.7U value.

Various shades and colours of wood stain are available from our Sikkens and Teknos range. Paint colours are also offered in RAL and NCS ranges.

Full CAD drawings or design available

Extra cladding and beading can be manufactured to produce the perfect finish.

Valdi Ltd - info@valdi.com - 01353 650000
Producing bespoke joinery since 1995

What ever your project, we would be happy to discuss your needs and offer a professional assessment of your projects requirements.
Folding Sliding Doors are what we specialise in, and having done so for many years we lead the way in quality and integration of new technology. The beauty of folding sliding doors is that an opening once restricted by width to French doors or patio doors can now be fitted with these, allowing you to open part or all of the doors in various directions, creating a clear unobstructed space.

At Valdi we have used our years of experience to make sure that you get the best set of doors available using manufacturing techniques that are not obvious to the eye even for the trained professional.

- Full choice of natural wood stains and virtually unlimited choice of paint colours and finishes
- Dual coloured doors. Any product can be finished with different colours on the inside and outside
- Doors recommended up to 900mm wide and 2600mm high for standard E3 hinges (for larger doors ask us about E4)
- Full choice of handles and multipoint locking system for extra safety when leaving via this door. Single operation locks for all slave doors
- Mortice and tenon and comb joints demonstrate our craftsmanship and commitment to durability and strength
- Full choice of solid engineered wood. Standard options are Oak, Hardwood or Softwood
- Full choice of handles and multipoint locking system for extra safety when leaving via this door. Single operation locks for all slave doors
- 8 sill options available from a standard timber sill, to an external flush sill with stainless steel base plate and drainage channel
- Laminated or Toughened Low E softcoat glass ensuring extra safety, reduction of weight and an excellent 1.1 U value
- Triple glazing - available on all products
- We can also supply full U Value Calculations
- Don’t want timber? No Problem!

Valdi offer a number of aluminium ranges. Depending on your project requirements we can advise you of the product that will best suit the look you require as well as your budget.

All products come fully finished ready for installation. We are happy to provide a site survey and/or fitting on all of our products. *Some very large panels may come unglazed due to the weight

- UK company with experienced skilled craftsmen
- In house deliveries, no couriers are used
- Full fitting service and site surveys
Our in-house fitting team provide a professional service, offering installations on all products with additional benefits of insurance-backed warranties and our professional memberships for peace of mind.

SLIDING DOORS

Often we advise customers to consider sliding doors in homes that have beautiful views that you don’t want to be obstructed by multiple panels. They are also useful in areas that have restricted access and won’t accommodate inward or outward opening folding sliding door systems. Our systems work on a simple lift of the handle raising the door slightly to allow an effortless movement, dropping the handle secures the door in the desired position, great for leaving the door slightly open or to stop small children from moving the door.

Using lift and slide technology the door opens and closes with ease, whilst allowing you to stop the door in any position.

Glazing panels can be up to 2.5m in size. Various options are available for glazing including sandblasted or etched glass or the inclusion of glazing bars.

Full choice of sill types available to accept decking, patio slabs or simply as a room divider as shown.

Various door configurations available from a single door to a three or even six panel system.

Door style designed to match other products.
FRENCH DOORS

Not every area is big enough for folding sliding doors, and not every home requires them. French doors have been a staple part of homes for decades and can vary as much in height and width as they can in style. We have designed our doors to offer the same matching look as our other products along with exceptionally high levels of security and ease of adjustment that customers have come to expect with our other door systems. Whether you need just a simple set, or ones with double side lights and top light we can accommodate all your ideas.

Trickle vents can be vented through the head so they are invisible from the outside.

A full range of handles are available or we can simply match existing ones.

Full choice of sill types available to accept decking, patio slabs or simply as a room divider. All designed to match your folding sliding doors.

Door style designed to match your folding sliding doors. Your choice of configurations and styling such as glazing bars.

Huge choice of paints and stains available. All items and timbers can be finished to match each other.

Multipoint locking systems available on all doors giving you extra peace of mind. Optional concealed shoot bolts with one finger operation or matching folding sliding door style.

Fully adjustable hinges, enabling you to have total control of the doors with a simple turn of a screw. Traditional hinges are available on request.

GREEN OAK PROPERTIES

Planning a build using green oak? Speak with one of our team so that we can advise you on the options and best methods of glazing your home.
Fittings  With premium products comes a premium service and at Valdi we are proud to offer our clients a comprehensive and highly professional fitting service. We can fit all types of products from folding sliding doors, through to windows and front doors. Quotes will come with a cost for delivery and fitting allowing you to buy from a company who offer a complete package, and our professional memberships give you extra peace of mind. All our fitters are highly trained and experienced with our products. As well as having good general building skills and as such they can work directly with site forman and architects.

Site Surveys  Whilst many of our clients are happy to supply us with their own dimensions we are able to offer customers a site survey. We can give advice on design and build aspects along with taking all the necessary measurements for production.

Deliveries  In house deliveries mean that your products are delivered with the same care that they were made with. It also allows us to stay in direct contact with our drivers so that you know when deliveries are due, enabling you to carry on with your day.

Architects  Involve us at an early stage and we can help advise you on the best techniques and ways of achieving the look you require for your client. By signing up to our professional database you can benefit from the latest news and technical information, as well as direct access to our .dwg CAD files enabling simple integration into your drawings.

Quick Reference

- Sikkens and Teknos – full choice of colours at no extra cost.
- Folding sliding doors can be produced in many configurations.
- Trickle vents available where required *not fitted as standard*
- Multipoint locking systems. Key, handle and auto operation. Plus single operation locking for dual doors.
- Huge choice of hardware is available.
- 8 standard sill types such as flush patios, part M compliance. As well as different sill depths.
- Friction hinges as standard on casement windows.
- Top hung or bottom track folding sliding door systems.
- Building regulation compliant for Uw values.
- Each product is calculated on its own merits.
- Triple glazing for energy efficiency and noise reduction. Standard glass is laminated 1.1U
- Key lockable window handles in a range of colours.
- Unique fire egress windows are available.
- Laminated safety glass as standard for excellent security.
- Integrated blinds within your glazing.
- Adjustable hinges for ease of adjustment as well as concealed security hinges.
- Solar reflective, self cleaning and other types of glazing bars available.
- Inward or outward opening doors (all types)
- Vertical fly and/or sun screens up to 9m wide
- Precise computer designs allow perfect integration and communication between professionals
- 10 pin high security lock cylinders, 1/2 cylinders and keyed alike also available.
- Various door holders are on offer.
- Dual colour – inside and outside paint or stain can be different.

This is by no means an exhaustive list
Please call us on 01353 650000 for further information.
FRONT DOORS

Imagine your perfect front door, then let us design it and make it for you!
From start to finish we can look at creating the perfect door for you, whether you want traditional or contemporary we will hand craft a door that is not only stylish but highly insulated and secure too. Virtually any idea is possible including our trademark 1 & 1/2 door, a grand entrance with extra ease of access. Simply sketch out your design and we will reproduce it in CAD along with a quote that is probably much less than you had thought.

Design to creation

- Double doors and 1+1/2 doors ideal for disability
- Aluminium, Stainless Steel & Wooden inlays
- ALL Thermally insulated and very secure
- Bar handles or traditional hardware
- Adjustable Hinges
- Stable Doors
- BOLD = Contemporary Style
- as BRASS = Traditional Style

- Multipoint Key, Handle or Auto locking
- Round and arched glazing
- 3G Triple Glazing
- Arched Heads and one off designs
- Etched and Mirrored Glass
What does your front door say about you?